
4 Bed Apartment For
Sale
Los Flamingos, Costa del Sol

€1,700,000
Ref: R4606315

Probably the most unique and spacious apartment in the whole Los Flamingos! Stunning 4-bedroom apartment
nestled in Tee 6, offering breathtaking views of the serene golf course and the sea near Villa Padierna 5-star Hotel.
Originally two separate 2-bedroom units were joined together and have undergone a luxurious renovation, elevating
tyhe residence to an exceptional standard of living. Spanning over 212m2 of meticulously designed living space, the
apartment boasts expansive terraces that provide captivating views of both the surrounding landscape and the golf
course,and sea. The outdoor experience is further enhanced by two private, generously sized gardens adorned with
olive and lemon trees. What sets this property apart is not only its remarkable aesthetics but also the practicality i...
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Property Description

Location: Los Flamingos, Costa del Sol, Spain
Probably the most unique and spacious apartment in the whole Los Flamingos! Stunning 4-bedroom
apartment nestled in Tee 6, offering breathtaking views of the serene golf course and the sea near
Villa Padierna 5-star Hotel. Originally two separate 2-bedroom units were joined together and have
undergone a luxurious renovation, elevating tyhe residence to an exceptional standard of living.

Spanning over 212m2 of meticulously designed living space, the apartment boasts expansive
terraces that provide captivating views of both the surrounding landscape and the golf course,and
sea. The outdoor experience is further enhanced by two private, generously sized gardens adorned
with olive and lemon trees.

What sets this property apart is not only its remarkable aesthetics but also the practicality it offers.
Included in the price are four convenient garage spaces, Additionally, two storage rooms provide
extra space for belongings, while two buggy spaces cater to those who enjoy the convenience of
golfing at their leisure.

This residence is a true masterpiece, and the allure doesn't stop there. The property is being sold fully
furnished with exquisite Italian furniture, all of which is brand new. Every detail has been carefully
curated to harmonize with the sophisticated ambiance of the apartment, making it an enticing
turnkey opportunity for those seeking a blend of luxury, comfort, and a seamless lifestyle. Don't miss
the chance to make this remarkable property your new home.
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